
No. 1409HOUSE
By Mr. Herter of Boston, petition of Joseph R. Cotton and Christian

A. Herter that cities and towns be permitted to adopt the propor-
tional representation method for electing members to elective bodies
and the preferential voting method for election of single elective
members. Cities.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-Seven.

An Act providing that Any City, including Boston, or
any Town, so voting, shall Elect at Large by Propor-
tional Representation Members of Any Municipal
Body consisting of Such Number of Members as is
specified in the Vote, and shall Elect by Preferential
Voting Any Single Elective Member.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:

1 The General Laws are hereby amended by in-
-2 serting after chapter fifty-four the following new
3 chapter:

5 Election of City and Town Officers by Pro-
-6 portional Representation and Preferen-
-7 tial Voting.

8 Section 1. A petition or petitions in a form pre-
-9 scribed as hereinafter provided, signed in person by

Che Commontoealth of Massachusetts

4 Chapter 54A
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10 registered voters of any city, including Boston, or
11 any town equal in number to at least ten per cent
12 of the registered voters, petitioning that all the
13 members of any particular municipal body specified
14 therein, having such number of members as is speci-
-15 fled therein, be elected at large by the proportional
16 representation method of election provided in this
17 chapter or that the mayor or any other particular
18 single elective municipal officer, specified therein, be
19 elected by the preferential voting method of election
20 provided in this chapter, and that the question of
21 adopting the proposed change be submitted to the
22 registered voters of such city or town at the next
23 regular state or municipal election, may be filed with
24 the city clerk, or in any city having a board of elec-
-25 tion commissioners or an election commission, with
26 said commissioners or commission, or with the town
27 clerk, not later than ninety days prior to such elec-
-28 tion in the case of a state election, or not later than
29 sixty days in the case of a municipal election; pro-
-30 vided, that such a question not be so submitted
31 to the registered voters of a town at a town election
32 at which official ballots are not used. Wherever the
33 term “city clerk” is used in this chapter, it shall
34 refer to the board of election commissioners or the
35 election commission in any city having such a body
36 and not to the city clerk.
37 The city or town clerk shall prescribe the form of
38 the aforesaid petitions which shall conform to the
39 provisions of section thirty-eight of chapter forty-
-40 three relative to initiative petitions in cities. Within
41 days after the filing of any such petition,
42 the registrars of voters or, in any city in which the
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43 duty of certifying signatures on nomination papers
44 is imposed on a board of election commissioners or
45 an election commission, such board or commission
46 shall certify upon such petition the number of sig-
-47 natures which are names of registered voters in
48 such city or town, shall ascertain by what number
49 of registered voters the petition is signed and what
50 per cent that number is of the total number of regis-
-51 tered voters and shall attach thereto their certificate
52 showing the result of such examination. When such
53 a petition petitioning that any such question be
54 submitted at a state election is filed, such petition
55 shall be transmitted to the state secretary forth-
-56 with after the aforesaid certification.
57 After such a petition, signed by the requisite num-
-58 her of registered voters of such city or town and
59 otherwise conforming to the provisions hereof is filed
60 with the city or town clerk and the signatures thereon
61 certified, as hereinbefore required, there shall be
62 printed on the official ballot to be used in such city
63 or town at the election specified in such petition, the
64 question of the adoption of the change petitioned for,
65 in the form set forth in the first of the following
66 questions, in case the change will affect an elective
67 body or in the form set forth in the second, in case
68 it will affect a single elective officer, the blanks in
69 such question to be properly filled in either case:

70 Referendum on the election by proportional repre-
-71 sentation of the members of (insert name of elective
72 body ) of
73 Shall the (insert name of elective body) be elected
74 hereafter in accordance with the proportional repre-
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75 sentation method of election authorized in chapter
76 fifty-four Aof the General Laws, said , ,

/

YES.77 body hereafter to consist of (insert ——

NO.78 number) members, all to be elected at
79 large?

80 Referendum on the election hy preferential voting
81 of (insert the mayor or other single e'ective official)
82 of
83 Shall the (insert mayor or other single elective
84 official) be elected hereafter in accordance with the
85 preferential voting method of election

YES.
86 authorized in chapter fifty-four A of the

HO.
87 General Laws?

88 Each voter desiring to vote in the affirmative shall
89 place a cross in the space at the right of the word
90 “yes” as so printed on the ballot. Each voter desir-
-91 ing to vote in the negative shall place a cross in the
92 space at the right of the word “no” as so printed on
93 the ballot. No ballot shall be counted upon which
94 the voter has made a cross in each such space.
95 Section 2. If a majority of the votes cast upon
96 any question at any such election under the provi-
-97 sions of the preceding section is in the affirmative,
98 the provisions of this and the following sections, so
99 far as pertinent, shall apply with respect to the elec-

-100 tion of the members of the body or the single elective
101 officer specified in the question; provided, that per-
-102 sons elected to or holding such office at the time of
103 the adoption of the system provided in this chapter
104 shall serve the full term for which they were elected
105 and provided further that, in case the terms of any
106 members of such a body then elected or in office
107 expire earlier than the terms of other members
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thereof, successors to members whose terms earlier
expire shall be elected by the voting system thereto-
fore in effect as to such members, for terms of such
duration that the terms of all members thereof
will expire at the same time.

108
109
no
11l
112

At the regular municipal election immediately
preceding the termination of the terms of all mem-
bers of such elective body, the whole number of
members of such elective body specified in the ques-
tion shall be elected at large to serve for the longest
full terms theretofore provided by law, in accordance
with the proportional representation method of
election provided in this chapter and in accordance
with the provisions of law governing elections in
such city or town which are not inconsistent with
this chapter, and thereafter as the terms of the
members so elected expire their successors shall be
elected in the same manner. At the regular munici-
pal election preceding the expiration of the term of
a mayor or other single elective officer specified in
the question, a successor shall be elected for the
same term of office as theretofore provided by law,
in accordance with the preferential voting method
of election provided by this chapter and in accord-
ance with the provisions of law governing elections
in such city or town which are not inconsistent
with this chapter.

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

Section 3. Notwithstanding any provisions of
general or special law, applicable in any such city
or town as to the office of member of any such
municipal body or any single municipal elective
office, nominations of candidates to be elected to
such offices shall be made only by nomination papers,
and the provisions of special law, if any, which gov-
ern in such city or town relative to the nomination

135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
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of candidates by nomination papers for offices to be
filled at municipal elections, otherwise the provi-
sions of general law relative thereto, shall apply
with respect to nominations to such offices, except as
hereinafter provided. The number of signatures of
registered voters required for nomination of a candi-
date for election to the office of member of any such

143
144
145
146
147
148
149

body shall be not less than per cent nor more
than per cent of the registered voters in said city
or town, and for nomination of a candidate for election
to any such single elective office, not less than

150
151
152
153

per cent nor more than per cent of the regis-
tered voters aforesaid; and any nomination paper
for any such office bearing the signatures of more
than the maximum number of registered voters per-
mitted hereby for such office shall be invalid. Nom-
ination papers shall be issued to any such candidate,
upon request, to such number as will provide spaces
for signatures equal to three times the number of
signatures required for the nomination of such candi-
date, but no more. A voter may not sign the nom-
ination papers of more than one candidate for elec-
tion as member of any such body, if the members
thereof are to be elected by the proportional repre-
sentation method of election.

154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167

Section J+. Official ballots shall be used in all
elections by proportional representation or by prefer-
ential voting, and such ballots shall be separate and
of a different colored paper than official ballots used
at such municipal elections for the election of any
other officers or for any other purpose. On each
ballot shall be printed or stamped the designation of
the ward and precinct, if any, in which it is to be
used. The surnames of the candidates shall be

168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
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177 printed in a heavier type than the Christian name
178 of the candidate. Except that the names of candi-
-179 dates shall appear in the spaces indicated therefor,
180 and that the spaces left for the office to be filled, the
181 date of the election, the name of the city or town,
182 and the designation of the ward and precinct, if any,
183 shall be properly filled in, the official ballots for
184 each office shall be in form substantially as follows,
185 the first sentence under the heading "Directions to
186 Voters" being printed in prominent bold-faced type:

187 Ballot for (Office to be filled in)
188 Regular Municipal Election, City (or Town) of
189 (Month) . 19(Month)

, 19
190 Ward (if any)
191 Precinct (if any)

192 Directions to Voters.
193 Mark your choices with figures, not crosses
194 Put the figure 1 opposite your first choice; the
195 figure 2 opposite your second choice; the figure 3
196 opposite your third choice, and so on. You may
197 mark as many choices as you please.
198 Do not put the same figure opposite more than
199 one name.

200 If you spoil this ballot, return it for cancellation
201 to the election officer in charge of the ballots and
202 get another from him.

Order of
ChoiceCandidates for (Office to be filled in

203 (Space for voters to write in additional
204 names)names)
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In preparing this ballot, there shall be added to
the name of the candidate and in the same space his
party or political designation or designations, if
permitted by law.

205
206
207
208

Section 5. The ballots used in elections by pro-
portional representation or by preferential voting
shall be printed in as many lots as there are candi-
dates for the office. In the first lot the names of the
candidates shall appear in the alphabetical order of
their surnames. In the second lot the names shall
appear in the same order except that the first name
in the first lot shall be placed last. In each succeed-
ing lot the order shall be the same as that of the lot
preceding, except that the first name in that pre-
ceding lot shall be placed last. Sets of ballots to be
used in the several precincts shall be made up by
combining ballots from the different lots in regular
rotation, so that no two successive voters shall
receive ballots from the same lot, and so that each
candidate’s name shall appear first and in each other
position substantially the same number of times on
the ballots used.

209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226

Section 6. Previous to every municipal election
the city or town clerk shall designate a central
counting place where ballots used in elections by
proportional representation or preferential voting
shall be brought together and counted publicly,
appoint a competent person to act as director of the
count, employ a sufficient staff of assistants, and
make suitable arrangements for the counting of the
ballots.

227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235

Section 7. At each election by proportional repre-
sentation any candidate or group of candidates shall

236
237
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be entitled, upon written application to the city or
town clerk at least ten days before said election, to
exercise all rights granted by the election laws in
effect at the time when this section becomes effective
to a political party in regard to the appointment of
watchers, challengers and inspectors of election at
the polling booths. Such watchers, challengers and
inspectors shall be permitted to stay in the voting
places until the ballots have been sent from them to
the central counting place, and to accompany the
ballot boxes to the central counting place; provided,
however, that if a group of ballot boxes are being
taken together, not more than one watcher, chal-
lenger or inspector representing the same candidate
or group of candidates shall have the right to accom-
pany them.

238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253

Each such candidate or group of candidates shall
be entitled to appoint two witnesses and two alter-
nates to the count in the central counting place.
Application for the appointment of such witnesses to
the count and of their alternates must be made in
writing to the city or town clerk at least ten days
before the election. Credentials shall be issued by
the city or town clerk to such witnesses to the count,
which shall grant such witnesses full power and
authority to move anywhere within the part of the
central counting quarters where ballots are being
counted in the election by proportional representa-
tion, or preferential voting, to inspect all activities
of the count of such office, and to exercise all rights
and powers conferred on watchers and inspectors of
election under the election laws; credentials shall
likewise be issued for alternates when the regular
witnesses are not present.

254
255
256
2.57
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
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272 Each such candidate or group of candidates shall
also be entitled to appoint two representatives to
watch the ballots at the central counting place dur-
ing recesses when the counting of ballots is not in
progress. Application for the appointment of such
representatives shall be made and credentials issued
as provided in this section for witnesses to the cen-
tral count and their alternates. During any time
when the counting of ballots is not in progress, from
the time the ballots first begin to arrive at the cen-
tral counting place until the time for appeals from
the final result has expired, such representatives
shall have the right to be present, with facilities for
keeping in full view all the ballots used in electing
persons to fill the office or offices sought by their
candidate or group of candidates, except during such
time as the ballots or containers of ballots may be
kept in a locked safe or a vault. No such representa-
tive shall be allowed to handle any of the ballots.

273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290

Watchers, challengers, inspectors, witnesses, alter-
nates and representatives provided for in this section
shall serve without compensation.

291
292
293

Section 8. Separate ballot boxes shall be pro-
vided by the city or town clerk for ballots cast
under the system of proportional representation or
preferential voting. As soon as the polls have
closed, the election officials at each polling place
shall open any ballot box or boxes used for ballots
to be counted by them, sort out immediately any
such proportional representation or such preferen-
tial voting ballots which may have been mistakenly
deposited therein, and deposit any such ballots in
the ballot box or boxes provided for proportional
representation and preferential voting ballots with-

294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
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out opening the latter. As soon as may be practi-
cable after the closing of the polls, and in any event,
within three hours after the closing of the special
ballot boxes for proportional representation and
preferential voting, ballots shall be delivered to the
central counting place. With such ballot boxes the
election officials shall deliver on a form to be pro-
vided by the city or town clerk a record of the num-
ber of such ballots issued to voters and the number
of ballots spoiled and returned by the voters for
cancellation. They shall also deliver in one sealed
envelope of sufficient size to be provided by the
city or town clerk for the purpose the spoiled and
unused ballots. Proper receipts shall be required in
connection with the transportation of ballot boxes,
records and supplies.

306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320

321
322 The ballot receptacles shall be assembled by pre-

cincts for counting at the central counting place in
an order of precincts determined by the city or
town clerk by lot. Lots shall be drawn not earlier
than the closing of the polls in the presence of such
candidates or their agents as wish to attend after
due notification at least five days in advance.

323
324
325
326
327
328

At the central counting place the ballot boxes
shall be opened and the number of ballots found
therein recorded by numbering each ballot serially
with a numbering machine. The number of ballots
shall be compared with the records sent from the
corresponding voting places. The records thus com-
pared shall be made available to the public with
notations explaining any corrections made therein.
If any discrepancy appears which cannot be recon-
ciled, it shall be shown on the record.

329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338

If any ballots other than proportional representa-339
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tion or preferential voting ballots are found in a
ballot box they shall be promptly sealed in a sepa-
rate envelope which shall be marked on the outside
to indicate the character and number of ballots
contained therein, the polling place at which they
were cast, and the fact that they were wrongly de-
posited in the special ballot box for proportional
representation and preferential voting ballots. The
envelopes shall be sent to the city or town clerk who
shall make rules for counting them as additions to
the summaries sent in from the polling places. All
ballots found in the ballot boxes which bear no evi-
dence of having been improperly cast shall be
accepted.

340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
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352
353

Section 9. Ballots shall be counted and the results
determined under the supervision of the director of
the count appointed pursuant to section six, accord-
ing to the following rules:

354
355
356
357

(a) Valid and Invalid Ballots. The ballots in
each ballot box shall be examined for validity and
those which are found to be invalid or blank shall
be separated from the rest. The number of valid
ballots from each precinct and the total number of
valid ballots shall be recorded. If a ballot does not
clearly show which candidate the voter prefers to
all others, or if it contains any word, mark or other
sign apparently intended to identify the voter, it
shall be set aside as invalid. Every ballot not thus
invalid shall be counted according to the intent of
the voter, so far as that can be clearly ascertained,
whether marked according to the directions printed
on it or not. No ballot shall be held invalid because
it is marked in ink or pencil different from that
supplied at the voting place, or because the names

358
359
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370
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373
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of candidates thereon for whom the voter did not
mark a choice have been stricken out. A single
cross on a ballot on which no figure 1 appears shall
be considered equivalent to the figure 1. If a ballot
contains both figures and crosses, the order of the
choice shown by the figures shall be taken as the
voter’s intention in so far as the order is clearly
indicated. If the consecutive numerical order of
the figures on a ballot is broken by the omission of
one or more figures, the smallest number marked
shall be taken to indicate the voter’s first choice,
the next smallest his second, and so on, without
regard to the figure or figures omitted.

374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386

( b) Single Vote for Each Voter. Each candidate
shall be credited with one vote for every valid ballot
that is sorted to him as first choice, or otherwise
credited to him as hereinafter provided, and no
ballot shall ever be credited to more than one candi-
date at the same time.

387
388
389
390
391
392

(c) Quota Sufficient to Elect. The quota of votes
sufficient for the election of a candidate shall be the
smallest number of ballots which could be received

393
394
395

separately by each of as many candidates as are to
be elected, but not by one more. It shall be deter-
mined by dividing the total number of valid ballots
by one more than the total number of candidates to
be elected and adding one to the result, disregarding
fractions. Whenever at any stage of the counting
the number of ballots credited to a candidate becomes
equal to the quota, he shall be declared elected, and
no ballots in excess of the quota shall be credited
to him except as provided in rule (J) of this section.

396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405

( d) Ballots sorted according to First Choices. The
ballots shall be sorted according to the first choices

406
407
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marked on them, the ballots from each precinct being
handled together, and those from different precincts
being handled in the order of precincts determined
under the provisions of section eight.

408
409
410
411

(e) Treatment of Ballots on which First Choice is
Elected. If a candidate is elected while the ballots
are being sorted according to first choices, any sub-
sequent ballots which show him as first choice shall
each be credited to the second choice marked on it,
or, if the second choice also has been elected, to the
next choice marked on it for a candidate not yet
elected.

412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419

(f) Treatment of Ballots marked only for Elected
Candidates. If during the first sorting of ballots
some ballots are found which are marked for a candi-
date already elected as first choice, but show no clear
choice for any unelected candidate, such ballots
shall at the end of the sorting be given to the candi-
date of their first choice, and in their place an equal
number as nearly as possible of the last ballots
sorted to that candidate which do show a clear
choice for unelected candidates shall be taken and
re-sorted to unelected candidates as if they were
then being sorted for the first time.

420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431

ig) First Candidates Declared Defeated. When
all the ballots have been thus sorted and credited to
the first available choices marked on them, every
candidate who is credited with fewer than five per
centum of the total number of valid ballots cast for
that office shall de declared defeated.

432
433
434
435
436
437

(/i) Transfer of Ballots from Defeated Candidates. —■
All the ballots of the candidates thus defeated shall
be transferred, each to the candidate indicated on
it as next choice among the continuing candidates.

438
439
440
441
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A “continuing candidate” is a candidate not yet
elected or defeated. Any ballot taken for transfer
which does not clearly indicate any candidate as
next choice among the continuing candidates shall
be set aside as “exhausted.”

442
443
444
445
446

( i ) Defeat of Candidate then Lowest. When all
the ballots of the candidates with fewer than five
per centum of the valid ballots cast for that office
have been transferred, the one candidate who is
then lowest on the poll shall be declared defeated
and all his ballots transferred in the same way.

447
448
449
450
451
452

(j) Successive Defeats and Transfers of Ballots.
Thereupon the candidate who is then lowest shall
be declared defeated and all his ballots similarly
transferred. Thus candidates shall be declared de-
feated one at a time and all their ballots transferred.

453
454
455
456
457

(k) Decision of Ties. If, when a candidate is to
be declared defeated, two or more candidates are
tied at the bottom of the poll, that one of the tied
candidates shall be declared defeated who was
credited with fewest ballots just before the last
transfer of ballots. If two or more of the tied candi-
dates were tied at that stage of the count, also, the
second tie shall be decided by referring similarly to
the standing of candidates just before the last
transfer of ballots before that. This principal shall
be applied successively as many times as may be
necessary, a tie shown at any stage of the count
being decided by referring to the standing of the
tied candidates just before the last preceding trans-
fer of ballots. Any tie not otherwise provided for
shall be decided by lot.

458
459
460
461

462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473

In interpreting this and other rules the transfer
of all ballots from candidates defeated together under

474
475
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rule (g) of this section, and the transfer of all ballots
from each candidate defeated thereafter shall each
be considered a single separate transfer.

476
477
478

(I) End of Election. If, at any time candidates
to the number to be elected have received the quota,
any transfer of ballots in progress when the last
quota was reached shall be completed, but immedi-
ately thereafter all continuing candidates shall be
declared defeated and the election shall be at an
end. If, at any time, all ballots of any defeated
candidates have been transferred, and it is impos-
sible to defeat another candidate without reducing
the continuing candidates below the number still
to be elected, all the continuing candidates shall be
declared elected and the election shall be at an end.

479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490

(to) Record of the Count. A record of the count
shall be kept in such form as to show, after each
sorting or transfer of ballots, the number thereby
credited to each candidate, the number thereby
found exhausted, the total for each candidate, the
total found exhausted, and the total number of
valid ballots found by adding the totals of all candi-
dates and the total found exhausted.

491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498

(n) Record of Treatment of Each Ballot. Every
ballot that is transferred from one candidate to
another shall be stamped or marked so that its entire
course from candidate to candidate can be conven-
iently traced.

499
500
501
502
503

(o) Correction of Errors. —lf at any time after
the first sorting of the ballots a ballot is found to
have been credited to the wrong candidate, it may
be transferred, as part of the transfer that is in
progress, to the continuing candidates, if any, for
whom it should have been counted at the time the

504
505
506
507
508
509
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error was discovered, or, if it should previously have
become exhausted may be set aside as exhausted
as part of the transfer that is in progress; provided,
however, that if the number of misplaced ballots
found is insufficient to make it possible that any
candidate has been wrongly defeated, so much of
the sorting and transferring as may be required to
correct the error shall be done over again before
the count proceeds.

510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518

If in correcting an error any ballots are re-sorted
or retransferred, every ballot shall be made to take
the same course that it took in the original count
unless the correction of an error requires its taking
a different course. These principles shall apply also
to any recount which may be made after the original
count has been completed.

519
520
521
522
523
524
525

(p) Recess for Counting Staff. The director of
the count and his assistants shall proceed with rea-
sonable expedition in the counting of the ballots,
but may take recesses at the discretion of the direc-
tor. The city or town clerk shall make proper
provision for the safekeeping of the ballots while
the counting is not in progress.

526
527
528
529
530
531
532

(q) Candidates and Others entitled to he Present.
The candidates or their agents, representatives of
the press, and, as far as may be consistent with
good order and with convenience in the counting
and transferring of the ballots, the public shall be
afforded every facility for being present and wit-
nessing the counting and transferring of the ballots.

533
534
535
536
537
538
539

(r) Boards of Review. Each of the candidates or
groups of candidates entitled to appoint witnesses
of the central count as hereinbefore provided shall
be entitled to appoint a member of a board of review

540
541
542
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544 for the central count, or of other boards of review if
545 the city or town clerk shall provide for the appoint-
546 ment of more than one such board of review. Such
547 appointment shall be made within the time and in
548 the manner prescribed for the appointment of wit-
549 nesses of the central count. In the central count a
550 board of review thus constituted shall be given
551 facilities for examining all the ballots in the quota
552 of each elected candidate in order to make sure that
553 all the ballots of such quota are rightfully credited
554 to the candidate toward whose election they have
555 been counted, that the number of ballots therein is
556 actually equal to the quota herein prescribed, and
557 that “exhausted” ballots have been properly so
558 designated. Any errors discovered by such a board
559 of review shall be forthwith corrected.
560 Section 10. The ballots cast at each election by
561 the proportional representation or preferential vot-
562 ing method shall be preserved by the city or town
563 clerk until the terms of the officers elected thereby
564 have expired, and shall be available for examination
565 continuously throughout the business day, under su-
566 pervision of the city or town clerk, on written appli-
567 cation signed by one hundred or more voters and
568 the payment of a fee of twenty-five dollars for each
569 day on which such inspection is held. Such appli
570 cation shall name not more than three representa
571 tives of the applicants to make such examination
572 Section 11. Within thirty days after an election
573 to fill an office by proportional representation or
574 preferential voting, the city or town clerk shall
575 cause the ballots cast for such office to be examined

and shall publish a statement showing576
577 (a) The number of first-choice ballots cast for
578 each candidate in each precinct.
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I

I

579 ( b ) The number of ballots from each precinct
580 finally counted for each of the elected candidates.
581 (c) The number of the exhausted ballots for candi-
-582 dates from each precinct which showed one or more
583 choices for elected candidates and the number which
584 did not.

invalid ballots cast for each585 (d) The number of
586 office in each precinct
587 (e) The number of
588 cast in each precinct.
589 (f) The number of

blank ballots for each office

first choices, second choices,
590 third choices, and so on, used in the election of each
591 of the elected candidates.
592 (g) Such other information in regard to the bal-
-593 lots as the city or town clerk may deem of interest.
594 A copy of such statement shall be kept on file in
595 the office of the city or town clerk open to public
596 inspection.
597 Section 12. Partial or complete recounts of the
598 ballots cast in an election by proportional repre-
-599 sentation or by preferential voting shall take place
600 in the manner provided in sections one hundred and
601 thirty-four to one hundred and thirty-seven of chap-
-602 ter fifty-four, inclusive, except that no such recounts
603 shall be had unless after the filing of a petition
604 therefor a justice of the superior court, after hearing
605 such evidence as he may deem pertinent, finds that
606 there is reasonable cause to believe that a recount
607 may affect the election of one or more candidates
608 for the office as to which a recount is sought. If a
6p9 partial or complete recount of the ballots cast in
610 such an election shall in fact take place, it shall be
611 conducted according to the rules prescribed for the
612 original count as nearly as practicable.
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Section 13. If a seat in a multi-membered body
elected by the method of proportional representation
becomes vacant it shall be filled for the remainder of
the unexpired term by a public recount of the bal-
lots by which it was filled. Except for the following
special rules, the provisions governing the original
count shall be in effect:

613
614
615
616
617
618
619

(a) All choices marked for candidates who have
become ineligible or have withdrawn shall be dis-
regarded.

620
621
622

(b) The ballots shall be sorted each to the earliest
choice marked on it for any of the eligible candidates.

623
624

(c) If any candidate has to his credit more than
half of the ballots which show any preference among
these candidates he shall be declared elected to the
vacant place.

625
626
627
628

(d) If no candidate receives such a majority the
lowest candidate or candidates shall be declared
defeated one after another and ballots shall be trans-
ferred, each to the next choice indicated.

629
630
631
632

(e) This process shall be continued until one
candidate is credited with more ballots than all the
other undefeated candidates together, when he shall
be declared elected to the vacant place.

633
634
635
636

If a vacancy in a multi-membered body occurs
for which no regularly nominated candidate remains
it shall be filled for the unexpired term by a majority
vote of the remaining members. If all the seats
become vacant at once a special election shall be
called to elect members to serve for the unexpired
term.

637
638
639
640
641
642
643

Section 14- From and after the date when this
chapter shall become effective following an affirma-
tive vote upon the second question contained in

644
645
646
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I

647 section one providing for the choosing of a mayor
648 or other single elective municipal official by the
649 preferential voting method of elections as herein-
-650 after provided, the ballots shall be printed in the
651 manner provided in sections four and five, and the
652 election shall be conducted and the ballots collected
653 as provided for proportional representation in sec-
-654 tions four to eight, inclusive. The ballots shall be
655 counted in the central counting place under the
656 supervision of the director of the count, in accord-
-657 ance with the following rules:
658 (a) Ballots sorted according to First Choices. The
659 ballots shall first be sorted according to the first
660 choices marked on them, and the total number of
661 valid ballots thus sorted to each candidate shall be
662 ascertained. The validity of ballots shall be deter-
-663 mined according to the principles laid down for the
664 count of ballots in an election by proportional repre-
-665 sentation in rule (a) of section nine.
666 (6) Election of Candidate with Majority of First
667 Choices. If any candidate is found to have been
668 marked as first choice on more than half of the valid
669 ballots he shall be declared elected.
670 (c) First Candidates Declared Defeated. —lf no
671 candidate is thus elected after the count of first
672 choices, every candidate who is credited with fewer
673 than five per centum of the valid ballots cast for
674 such office shall be declared defeated.
675 (d) Transfer of Ballots from Defeated Candidates.
676 All the ballots of the candidates thus defeated
677 shall be transferred, each to the candidate indicated
678 on it as next choice among the undefeated candi-
-679 dates. Any ballot taken for transfer which does not
680 clearly indicate any candidate as next choice among
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the undefeated candidates shall be set aside as
“exhausted.”

681
682

(e) Election of Candidates with Majority. If,
after this or any subsequent transfer of ballots,
one candidate is credited with more than half of the
valid ballots which have not become exhausted, he
shall be declared elected.

683
684
685
686
687

(/) Defeat of Candidate then Lowest. If no candi-
date is thus elected after the transfer of the ballots
of candidates defeated under rule (c), the one candi-
date who is then lowest on the poll shall be declared
defeated and all his ballots transferred in the same

688
689
690
691
692
693 way.

(g) Successive Defeats and Transfers of Ballots.
Thereupon, if no candidate is yet elected, the candi-
date who is then lowest shall be declared defeated
and all his ballots similarly transferred. Thus candi-
dates shall be declared defeated, one at a time, and
all their ballots transferred until some candidate has
received the necessary majority of the ballots which
have not become exhausted and is accordingly de-
clared elected.

694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702

(h) Other Provisions. Ties shall be decided, a
record of the count kept, errors corrected, recesses
taken, and candidates and others permitted to be
present according to the principles prescribed for
elections by proportional representation in rules (k),
(m), (o), (p) and (q) of section nine.

703
704
705
706
707
708

Section 15. All provisions of law heretofore ap-
plicable in the case of a vacancy in a single elective
municipal office shall continue to apply after the
filling of such office by the preferential voting
method of election, except that the election to fill

709
710
711
712
713
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714 such vacancy shall also be by the preferential voting
715 method of election.
716 Section 16. In conducting any election by the
717 method of proportional representation or preferen-
718 tial voting in any city or any town adopting such
719 method, mechanical or other devices for marking or
720 sorting ballots used under such method of tabulating
721 the results of votes thereunder may be used, if the
722 city council of such city or the selectmen of such
723 town so vote, subject, however, to the provisions of
724 sections thirty-two to thirty-nine, inclusive, of chap-
725 ter fifty-four applying to voting machines, ballot
726 boxes and counting apparatus; and said sections
727 shall, so far as apt, be applicable in all respects in
728 the case of mechanical or other devices used here
729 under.
730 Section 17. Subject to the approval of the state
731 ballot law commission, the mayor and city council
732 of any city or the selectmen of any town shall have
733 the power to modify the form of the ballot, the di-
734 rections to voters and the details in respect to the
735 method of counting and transferring the ballots,
736 provided, however, that no change shall be made
737 which will alter or impair the principle of the voting
738 or counting, except that the voter may be limited in
739 the maximum number of choices he is allowed to
740 express to a number not less than double the number
741 of persons to be elected to any particular office.




